Keys and Challenges for Regulator
and Industry to Improve Emerging
Technology and Processes
Requirements Development Branch (RDB)

Open Architecture (OA)

SENSITIVE SECURITY INFORMATION
TSA Business Cases

Connected Checkpoint
Open Architecture (OA) will allow TSA to create a connected transportation security system where information is shared across
Transportation Security Equipment (TSE), allowing for a dynamic screening environment.
Suite of Algorithms
• Best-in-class detection to improve overall security
effectiveness
• Each airport could have a different set of
algorithms for max detection and minimal false
alarm rates
Risk-Based Screening (RBS)
• Robust risk-based screening would be developed
to go beyond Precheck® / standard / selectee,
while dynamically screening

Long-Term Solution
• A connected transportation system would:
o Provide a dynamic screening environment
and improve information sharing
o Provide more accurate wait times, screening
performance to local TSA facilities and HQ,
and equipment health status
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Checkpoint Computed
Tomography (CT)
Remote Screening Activities

Computed Tomography (CT) Networking
TSA plans to pilot new networking capabilities on Computed Tomography (CT) scanners installed within TSA Checkpoints.
These studies will capture best practices and validate the efficacy of three operational configurations: Cross-Lane Imaging,
Remote Screening (with an Airport), and Remote Screening (Airport-to-Airport).

Cross-Lane Imaging

Remote Screening (Within an Airport)

• Image review takes place at
the checkpoint at a separate
lane from where screening
occurred

Benefits

• Image review occurs in an
environment removed from the
checkpoint, accommodating
images received from checkpoints
across multiple airports

• Image review takes place in an
environment removed from the
checkpoint, but located in the
airport

Measures

Remote Screening (Airport-to-Airport)

Success

• Baseline of X-Ray operator review
times/throughput under different configurations
• X-Ray operator review time under new Concept
of Operations (CONOPS)
• Checkpoint CT System Effectiveness
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Pilots will be deemed successful if…
• Increased Throughput
• Reduced Wait Time
• Continued Positive Bag Control
• Improved Resource Management

CT Networking Activities: Cross-Lane Imaging
Cross-lane imaging establishes communications across screening lanes within a single checkpoint. This capability enables
sharing, reviewing, and adjudication of images across lanes within a checkpoint. Cross-lane imaging will help TSA reduce the
number of bottlenecks that occur and therefore improve passenger wait times when carry-on items require inspection.
CONOPS
PVS

Checkpoint

CT

PVS

CT

PVS

Secondary Viewing
Stations

AVS

AVS

CT

AVS

•
•

Sharing Primary Viewing Station (PVS) and Automated
Viewing Station (AVS) operators at all lanes at a checkpoint
Flow Control: If one lane is busier than another, the PVS
and/or AVS operators on another lane with less traffic can
step in to assist busier lane with PVS and/or AVS
operations.

Benefits of Networking
Server

Reduced Passenger Wait
Time

Server

Increased Checkpoint
Efficiency
Networking Option for
Smaller Airports
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Improved Passenger Experience

Higher Throughput Rates
Maximized Use of
Transportation Security Officer
(TSO) Resources

CT Networking Activities: Remote Screening
Remote screening enables image review and adjudication for primary screening outside the physical checkpoint area. This
capability consolidates the screening process and improves social distancing between TSOs and passengers. Remote screening
will help TSA reduce the number of bottlenecks that occur and therefore improve passenger wait times when carry-on items
require inspection.
CONOPS

Checkpoint

•
PVS

CT

PVS

CT

PVS

Secondary Viewing
Stations

AVS

AVS

CT

AVS

•
•
•

Remote Screening Room

PVS

PVS

Remote Screening offers two main networking scenarios: Within
an Airport and Airport-to-Airport
Similar to checked baggage One Resonance Sensors (ORS)
configuration
PVS operator taken from CT and placed into dedicated room with
banks of PVS computers to perform image analyses, threat
identification, and image resolution
Dedicated Remote Screening room will either be located within an
airport terminal building or offsite (i.e., another airport property or
regional facility)

PVS

Benefits of Networking
Reduced Passenger Wait
Time
Server

Increased Checkpoint
Efficiency

Server
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Incorporates Social
Distancing Protocols

Improved Passenger Experience
Higher Throughput Rates
Improves TSO ability to
perform Image Review

Identity
Management
(IDM)

TSA IDM Roadmap
TSA published the TSA Identity Management Roadmap on March 9, 2022, to serve as a guiding strategy to minimize risk and strengthen
identity assurance and trust in credentialed workers and passengers.

ROADMAP
PURPOSE
Establish a publicly
facing “north star”
for new and expanded
IDM capabilities at
TSA through the
Roadmap
Align efforts of key
internal and external
stakeholders to meet
desired future state
and optimize
resourcing

VISION
TSA will collaboratively and cohesively evolve the identity management capability that effectively
manages dynamic risk, while improving the credential population and passenger experience, and
employing innovation, to support the future needs of the agency, its partners, and the traveling public
OVERARCHING GOAL: Evolve and manage a cohesive identity management ecosystem within TSA
and with its partners that supports improving security effectiveness, the credential population and
passenger experience, and operational efficiency
GOAL 1: Enhance
the credential holder
and passenger
experience during
enrollment and
travel reservation

GOAL 2: Continue
to expand and evolve
standards for
identity proofing to
support future
vetting and
verification activities
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GOAL 3: Continue
to evolve the vetting
capability in
response to new
threats, policies, and
technologies

GOAL 4: Support
appropriate identity
verification
activities across
TSA

TSA’s Digital Identity Goals
The concept of digital identity is quickly maturing. Before use of digital IDs becomes widespread, TSA is engaging with
industry and interagency partners so that it can play an active role in shaping the digital ID ecosystem.

Enhance Security Effectiveness

Streamline Travel Experience

Protect Passenger Privacy

Leverage cryptography
to authenticate digital
IDs

Reduce the use of
boarding passes and
physical IDs

Minimize personal
information that is shared
at the TDC

Increase identity
assurance using biometric
technology

Use digital experiences
that passengers are
familiar with

Passenger controls
the information
transaction

Create a repeatable
process for evaluating
digital IDs

Work with industry
partners to adopt standard
policies

Transaction is not
shared with the
issuer
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TSA’s Approach to Modernizing Checkpoint Identity Verification
TSA is developing 1:1 facial matching, 1:n facial identification, digital identity technologies to enhance IDM capabilities at the TSA
checkpoint.

Travel Document Checker (TDC)

1:1 Facial Matching

Prior to physical screening, TSA must perform the
following steps at the TDC:

Verifies passenger’s identity by locally comparing an
authenticated ID (physical or digital) photo against the live
image of the passenger

1. Verify authenticity of presented form of ID
2. Verify match of the passenger and his/her
form of ID

Digital ID Interoperability
Enables secure interoperability with standards-compliant
digital identity products such as mobile driver's licenses
(mDL)

3. Validate passenger flight reservation status
4. Validate passenger Secure Flight vetting
status
5. Direct passenger to appropriate level of
screening

1:n Facial Identification

6. Resolve any non-matches and security
issues manually

In 2022, TSA will complete IT development to enable CAT2 to leverage Customs and Border Protection’s (CBP) TVS
matcher for Trusted Travelers (i.e., “TSA PreCheck®:
Touchless Identity Solution”)

CAT-2

TSA collaborated across an ecosystem of vendors and DHS partners to develop these capabilities which will increase transportation
security and provide an improved, contactless experience.
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Credential Authentication Technology (CAT-2) in 1:1 Facial Matching Mode (Video)
CAT-2 supports various physical IDs and standards-compliant digital identity products.

Passenger Journey
●

Participating traveler approaches
the CAT-2 with acceptable ID in
hand

●

CAT-2 scans the ID document,
authenticates its security features,
extracts biographic data and photo

●

CAT-2 takes a live photo of the
passenger

●

Biographic data is compared to
pre-flight vetting results

●

Face photo from ID is compared to
live photo taken by CAT-2

●

Traveler proceeds to screening

●

Live photo is overwritten when the
next passenger scan occurs
*Video developed by Idemia
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Biometric Bag Drop
Operating under TSA’s regulatory authority, the bag drop solution is managed by the airline and leverages CBP biometric capabilities.

Passenger Journey
●

Eligible Trusted Traveler
uses the airline check-in
and self-bag drop system

●

Bag drop kiosk takes
photo, sends to CBP for
matching

●

Match results provided
back to the airline

●

Traveler authorized to
tender baggage and head
to the checkpoint
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Biometric Boarding
Biometric boarding is managed by the airline and leverages CBP biometric matching capabilities.

Passenger Journey
●

Eligible Trusted Traveler
approaches boarding gate

●

Airline agent welcomes
traveler to verify identity
using airline camera

●

Just as with bag drop,
photo is sent to DHS for
matching, result returned
in seconds

●

Passenger boards the
plane
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